MOISHE OYSHER

AT HIS BEST

A CONCERT OF YIDDISH AND ISRAELI FOLK SONGS

WITH MOSHE KOUSSEVITZKY AND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

HALYAI
YIDISHE HOFFENUNG
PALESTINA
OMAR RABBI ELOZAR
YANKEL DER SHMIT
LECHEM BOSOR Y'DOGIM
CHASSIDIC FOLK MEDLEY
DER CHAZAN UN DER GABBAI
Y'rushalayim
ZAMID UN STERN
ADARIM
SHIR HACHEHARUT
DEM PASTUCH'S CHOLOM
RARE JEWISH FOLK MUSIC
MOISHE OYSHER AT HIS BEST

GRC 154
33 1/3 RPM

MOISHE OYSHER
1. HALEYAI
2. YIDDISHE HOFFENUNG
3. PALESTINA
4. OMAR RABBI ELOZAR
5. YANKEL DER SHMIT
6. LECHEM BOSOR Y'DOGIM
7. CHASSIDIC FOLK MEDLEY
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RARE JEWISH FOLK MUSIC
MOISHE OYSHER AT HIS BEST
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33 1/3 RPM

SIDE 2
(YB-408)

MOSHE KOUSSEVITZKY
1. DER CHAZZAN UN DER GABBAI
2. Y'RUSHALAYIM
3. ZAMD UN STERN
4. ADARIM
5. SHIR HACHERUT

MOISHE OYSHER
1. DEM PASTUCH'S CHOLOM
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